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Biomolecular channels on the cell membrane are essential for transporting substances across the membrane to maintain

cell physiological activity. Artificial transmembrane channels used to mimic biological membrane channels can regulate

intra/extracellular ionic and molecular homeostasis, and they elucidate cellular structures and functionalities. Due to their

program design, facile preparation, and high biocompatibility, DNA nanostructures have been widely used as scaffolds for

the design of artificial transmembrane channels and exploited for ionic and molecular transport and biomedical

applications. DNA-based artificial channels can be designed from two structural modules: DNA nanotubes/nanopores as

transport modules for mass transportation and hydrophobic segments as anchor modules for membrane immobilization. 
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1. Introduction

Transmembrane channels are integral membrane proteins with channels or pores that allow particular ions or small

molecules to cross a lipid bilayer . These channels are critical for regulating ion homeostasis, transporting molecules,

maintaining normal cell physiological functions, and performing related life activities . However, their formation requires

genetic coding in living cells under strict spatiotemporal control, which is difficult to reproduce in vitro . To date, various

materials, such as biological macromolecules, synthetic organic compounds, and inorganic substances, have been

successfully used for the design of artificial nanochannels with diverse structures and functions . The design of synthetic

biomolecules that mimic the structures and functions of natural transmembrane channels has garnered substantial

interest among molecular biology researchers as models for studying fundamental information, creating alternative drugs,

and developing advanced biosensors.

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is an irreplaceable building material for the design of artificial channels , since DNA is an

easily accessible biomacromolecule with high biocompatibility and programmable self-assembly ability, and it can be

safely used in natural biological processes . In addition, each strand used to construct DNA channels can be

independently functionalized through the precise design and modification of various biochemical molecules . With

excellent shapes, structures, and functions, DNA-based artificial channels have been widely used for the transmembrane

transport of ions or molecules, the transduction of intercellular signals, and the regulation of cell physiological activities .

Various methods have been reported for the design of DNA-based transmembrane channels .

2. Hydrophobic Modification for Artificial Transmembrane Channels

The purposes of designing DNA-based artificial channels include the transmembrane transport of substances for signal

exchange, the adjustment of the concentrations of substances, and the regulation of cell behaviors. The design method,

structure (pore size and length), and interaction force between the channel and phospholipid membrane can directly affect

the material transport efficiency . DNA-based artificial transmembrane channels transport ions or biomolecules

between phospholipid membranes, which mainly rely on the arrangement and assembly of DNA strands to form

nanotubes or nanopores with holes . Generally, DNA-based artificial transmembrane channels are composed of two

structural modules: DNA nanotubes/nanopores as transport modules for mass transportation; and hydrophobic segments

as anchor modules for membrane immobilization (Figure 1A). For example, phospholipids consist of a hydrophilic head

and two hydrophobic tails. Hydrophobic fragments can be inserted into the internal hydrophobic site, allowing DNA

nanostructures to be well anchored to phospholipid membranes.
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Figure 1. Structure model of artificial transmembrane channels and different hydrophobic modifications. (A) Schematic

diagram of transmembrane channels formed by hydrophobic-modified DNA nanotubes or nanopores. (B) Various

hydrophobic modifications: cholesterol, ethyl-PPT, tetraphenyl porphyrin, lipophilic guanosine, palmitoyl, tocopherol, and

C  spacer.

A core challenge of DNA nanotubes or nanopores embedded in phospholipid membranes regarding the formation of

transmembrane channels is to overcome the adverse interactions between the hydrophilic, negatively charged DNA

nanostructures and the hydrophobic membrane environment . Many strategies have been developed to insert DNA

nanostructures into the hydrophobic centers of the lipid bilayer. Keyser et al. have proposed several steps for constructing

efficient membrane channels, especially for overcoming the high energy barrier of DNA across the bilayer hydrophobic

core: (1) The connector between the hydrophobic anchor and the DNA core is shortened to achieve improved control over

the anchor position. (2) When large structures are introduced, there should be a large spacing between the hydrophobic

anchors to inhibit their simultaneous insertion into the bilayer without inducing crossing . (3) The distance between the

end of the structure and the membrane transdomain, as determined by anchor position, is reduced, limiting adverse

interactions between the charged material and the hydrophobic core of the membrane .

Hydrophobic modification of DNA nanotubes or nanopores is a key step when designing transmembrane channels. Due to

the excellent properties resulting from its membrane insertion, cholesterol is the preferred hydrophobic group for DNA

modification. Cholesterol is most frequently used because of its strong hydrophobicity and because it can be modified at

the DNA end or middle section, which is more conducive to the design of DNA artificial transmembrane channel

structures. The amount and location of cholesterol are adjusted according to the designed channel shape and function.

The number of cholesterols on artificial channels has been reported to be in the range of 2–60 .

DNA channels with small pore sizes and simple structures have little resistance to inserting into the membrane, and the

corresponding modification method is relatively simple. Small-aperture artificial channels usually require only a few

cholesterols at intervals along the sidewalls of the channel. However, as the pore size increases, it becomes increasingly

difficult for DNA channels to be inserted into the lipid membrane. 

Ethyl-phosphorothioate (ethyl-PPT) , tetraphenyl porphyrin (TPP) , lipophilic guanosine , palmitoyl , tocopherol

, and C  spacer  are widely used for DNA hydrophobic modification (Figure 1B). The attachment of the ethyl group

to the mercaptan group removes the negative charge of the typical phosphate anion. Ethyl iodide reacts with mercaptan

groups through nucleophilic substitution to produce ethyl-protected PPT, which can be used for the hydrophobic

modification of DNA channels . To simplify the design of channels and minimize chemical intervention, other chemical

labels with improved hydrophobicity have been proposed. It is expected that macroporous channels can be anchored to

the membrane with a few chemical labels. TPP meets the requirements of hydrophobicity and can be easily coupled with

DNA. Therefore, DNA channels modified with two porphyrin labels are constructed . Acetylene-TPP is rigidly linked to

the DNA strand by Sonogashira coupling to deoxyuridine. The T-pore-based artificial channels that were reported in 2016

are hydrophobically modified with tocopherol as a substitute for cholesterol .

3. Design of DNA Nanostructure for Artificial Transmembrane Channels

3.1. DNA Wireframe-Based Transmembrane Channels

DNA wireframe nanotubes are promising self-assembled nanostructures that have produced a range of nanotubes or

nanopores with different cavity sizes and tube lengths . A typical modular assembly process for designing

a wireframe structure from short synthetic strands is as follows: First, DNA structures acting as modular building blocks
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with specific shapes, such as triangles, squares, pentagons, and hexagons, are designed as needed. DNA nanotube

rungs are then formed by longitudinal assembly through connecting strands.

DNA wireframe nanotubes can act as artificial transmembrane channels after adding hydrophobic anchors for membrane

insertion. Sleiman et al.  designed cuboidal DNA channels and found that changing the pattern of the cholesterol unit

on the cuboidal DNA significantly alters its interaction pattern with the lipid membrane. Modification of cholesterol on a

single face of the cube results in the peripheral anchoring of the DNA structure, while modification of cholesterol on two

opposite faces of the cube enables the DNA pipeline structure to cross the phospholipid membrane. The DNA channels

embedded in the membrane function as nanochannels for the transmembrane transport of dyes. Furthermore,

researchers have designed a switch for the channel to avoid channel aggregation. This switch is achieved by adjusting

the length of the cholesterol-DNA conjugate and the interval between the cubic binding segment of the strand and the

cholesterol unit. The cholesterol units are initially hidden inside the cube and then exposed by a conformational switch for

membrane insertion. Cholesterol-DNA cubes have become the first open-walled DNA channels that can be used as tools

for sensing, drug delivery, and cellular behavior regulation applications.

3.2. DNA Helix Bundle-Based Transmembrane Channels

Small-pore DNA-based artificial channels can be designed based on helix bundle (HB)-based nanotube assembly through

the concatenation of multiple DNA strands . DNA helix bundles are prepared by cross-joining scaffolds and short

strands in the middle or at the ends of the materials, and the helix bundles follow the structural layout of polygon arrays

. The six DNA helix bundle (6-HB) nanotubes form approximately 2 nm-wide pores at the center, which are

hydrophobically modified to maintain structural stability in the lipid bilayer and to support a constant transmembrane

current. The reported conductivities of these 6-HB DNA transmembrane channels range from approximately 0.3 nS to 1.6

nS . Through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, the following conclusions are found. (1) The chemical

modification on the surface of the channel has an extremely large impact on the transport of water and ions across the

membrane, and the type, number, and position of the hydrophobic group modification can directly affect the formation of

transmembrane channels. (2) DNA nanochannels can be used to transfer charged solute pairs to antistatic gradients

through electroosmosis. (3) The porous channel wall allows the transverse leakage of ions and water. (4) The central

lumen of the DNA channel is cylindrical and filled with water and ions; the volumes of water at the opening regions of both

ends fluctuate in time and exhibit mechanosensitive gating, creating a force sensor .

3.3. DNA Tile-Based Transmembrane Channels

DNA tiles are short intersecting DNA strands that contribute to structural control. They have cohesive ends that can be

programmed to self-assemble to form various DNA nanostructures by clinging together . DNA tiles have been widely

used to prepare DNA nanotubes. The steps of their self-assembly mainly focus on the release of DNA input molecules to

trigger the growth of nanostructures, which is a nonautonomous and irreversible reaction . With the maturation of

construction technology, several methods have been designed to synthesize DNA tile nanotubes with adjustable,

reversible, or controllable termination characteristics . By using DNA origami structures as seeds to construct

channels, micron-long nanotubes can be obtained through the polymeric growth of DNA tiles. The hydrophobic unit on the

seed can directly insert the nanotube into the membrane to form a transmembrane channel . An additional DNA origami

channel cap can be used to terminate the aggregation of tiles. Conductivity measurements reveal that the conductance

values of seeds and nanochannels are lower than their uncapped counterparts when the channel caps are attached. The

results show that ions move from one end of the channel to the other and that there is partial leakage through the channel

wall. However, the observation experiments of fluorescent dyes crossing lipid membranes confirm that molecular transport

can occur through DNA nanochannels and that it is mainly end-to-end rather than across the channel wall .

3.4. DNA Origami-Based Transmembrane Channels

DNA origami technology can be used for designing DNA-based channels; the shapes and sizes of the channels can be

adjusted precisely, systematically, and abundantly . DNA origami, proposed by Rothemund in 2006, is a relatively new

method for DNA assembly. Based on the principle of complementary base pairing, by utilizing the structural characteristics

of DNA molecules, the long DNA strands folded in specific regions are fixed by short strands to construct the expected

structure . Due to its simple experimental conditions and high assembly efficiency, DNA origami has become a popular

technology for constructing artificial DNA nanochannels. Artificial DNA nanochannels have been comprehensively

designed concerning their pore size, length, and morphology characteristics.

Artificial DNA nanochannels can be exploited for size-dependent, selective transmembrane transport. The pore diameter

is critical for the selective delivery of substances of different sizes. Transmembrane channels with large pore sizes are
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required for the transport of macromolecular substances. To this end, long DNA strands that are arranged longitudinally

are initially used as basic units to construct channels, and the inner diameters of these channels are <9 nm . A

method of lateral assembly of DNA strands to form channels has been proposed; the same amount of DNA strands can

be used to obtain artificial DNA nanochannels with a relatively large pore size (~35 nm) .

The DNA nanochannels synthesized by Kjems et al.  have flanks to adjust the cholesterol exposure on demand. The

DNA channels are composed of a double-layer irregular hexagonal cylindrical DNA structure with 46 hydrophobic spots

(17 on the walls and 29 on the flanks). Three programmable DNA lobes are on the three nonadjacent sides of the channel

and connected approximately 12 nm from the bottom of the channel by a single-stranded DNA hinge. In the closed state,

each flank is near the channel wall due to two stable strands that are complementary to the bottom single-strand portion

of the channel. The flanking closure can protect the hydrophobic moiety from the aqueous environment and limit

hydrophobicity-driven channel aggregation. When a key strand fully complementary to the single-stranded DNA is present

around the channel, the flanks are opened and the cholesterol is exposed, thereby driving channel insertion into the

membrane. 

3.5. Other DNA-Based Transmembrane Channels

G-quadruplex, a DNA duplex with unique ion transport properties, is utilized to design transmembrane channels.

Depending on the hydrogen bond between the nitrogen and oxygen atoms of guanosine and the π-π stacking between

the bases, guanine (G)-rich DNA single strands can be deformed or aggregated to form a G-quadruplex structure with a

central hole . Moreover, the stability of the G-quadruplex depends heavily on certain cations, such as K , Na , NH ,

and Ca  . Within the central channel, each ion is completely dehydrated and interacts with the guanine carbonyl O

atom around the pore. This particular feature is reminiscent of the selectivity filters in K  ion channel proteins first noted by

Feigon et al. Because of this structural similarity, the G-quadruplex is a candidate for the design of artificial ion channels

for selective transmembrane transport of K  . Dash et al.  have used telomere DNA to form a G-quadruplex

and additionally modified lipophilic guanosine to construct an artificial potassium ion transmembrane transport carrier.

4. Artificial Transmembrane Channels for Biosensing and Biomedical
Applications

4.1. DNA-Based Transmembrane Channels for Biosensors

4.1.1. Single-Molecule Nanochannel Sensors

Transmembrane DNA channels have been proposed for use as single-molecule nanochannel sensors. In biomimetic

sensing experiments, the translocation of analyte molecules leads to current changes in membrane pores and the

duration and depth, which are related to the charges and sizes of the analytes. For example, DNA channels designed by

Simmel et al.  have been used for single-molecule sensing. A stable baseline current is detected on the lipid membrane

containing the artificial DNA channels. The additions of the hairpin molecules at the beginning and ~30 min later show

transient current blocking, in which the applied voltage can capture, decompress, and translocate the hairpin structure.

4.1.2. Ligand-Gated Artificial Transmembrane Channels

The DNA-based artificial transmembrane channels are mostly hollow tubes with openings. Voltage gating is observed in

almost all DNA nanochannels, but channels with additional gates are highly flexible and controllable . Therefore, the

design of artificial channels with ligand-gated opening or closing properties has become the focus of research. The

reported artificial DNA nanochannels with gates can specifically recognize key strands. Howorka et al.  built an artificial

channel with a gate that can be opened with a key strand. The lock of the channel is tightly bound to the entrance by

hybridizing with two docking sites to form a spiral bundle across the channel opening. The docking site is formed by the

extension of two duplex support rods in opposite positions. The key can be hybridized with the lock strand to remove it,

leaving the channel open. After being modified by cholesterol, such channels can be used to regulate the flow of small

organic molecules (including many important drug compounds), which have broad application prospects in biomedicine.

To exploit the potential of DNA-based artificial channels as real-time smart sensing devices, Kjems et al.  have

designed a bolt on the inside of the channel. PEG is used as a plug that connects the toehold sequence with 8

nucleotides to partially block the gateway and allows small molecules (ATTO 655) to pass through. The unplugged strand

is combined with the toehold-mediated strand to remove PEG so that the macromolecular material (dTMR-40k) can pass

through the artificial DNA nanochannel. Another reversible gated protein transport membrane channel is constructed

based on a horizontal routing DNA origami design strategy with a large pore size of 20.4 nm . The passageway

opening is designed with a square cover, one side of which is attached to the cap by a flexure hinge. The other side of the
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cap carries two single strands that can be hybridized with the two single strands on the cap to form a complete double

lock. Two key strands are added to the system to open the lock and lid. The lid is switched back to its closed state with a

single-strand reverse key pair. This channel allows the precisely timed transport of folded proteins across the membrane. 

4.1.3. Environmental Stimuli-Responsive Artificial Transmembrane Channels

Environmental stimuli-responsive artificial channels have been designed to be sensitive to temperature , light ,

and ions . The temperature-responsive DNA channel constructed by Howorka et al.  has two main parts: a

transmembrane barrel-shaped nanotube and a reversibly sealed lid at the top. Biphasic segments 1–4 are designed

between the channel and the lid, with a designed melting temperature of approximately 40 °C for segments 2–4 and 62.8

°C for segment 1. The lid is hybridized to the two elongated rings of the channel at room temperature to block the mass

influx. Temperatures higher than 40 °C selectively separate the lid from loop segments 2–4 to allow the cap to open. By

adjusting the temperature, the lid of this channel can achieve reversible on/off functionality. Azobenzene is a reversible

cis-trans photoisomerization switchable compound. The conversion of azobenzene from the trans isomer to the cis isomer

can be triggered by light irradiation with a wavelength λ < 400 nm, and the reverse effect can be achieved by illumination

at λ > 400 nm . The cis-trans isomerization of azobenzene can adjust the on/off state of the channel. Howorka et al.

proposed a 6-HB-based DNA channel, and cis-azobenzene corresponded to the closed state .

4.2. DNA-Based Transmembrane Channels for Biomedical Applications

4.2.1. Cell Mimics for Transmembrane Transport

Artificial DNA nanochannels can serve as synthetic cell membrane components to mimic transmembrane transport.

Currently, the transport selectivity of DNA transmembrane channels is largely determined by their pore size. The

molecules or ions smaller than their pore size are easily mass-transportable. Meanwhile, the negatively charged DNA ion

channel has a poor transport capacity for negatively charged ions. Artificial DNA transmembrane channels with large

pores have been proposed for the transmembrane transport of drugs, immune proteins, and so on. In 2016, Howorka et

al.  were inspired by organelles to create synthetic hybrid nanocontainers composed of polymersomes and DNA

nanochannels. Nanocontainers exhibit size-dependent permeability. These containers enable the transport of the enzyme

substrate across the membrane while retaining the relatively large enzyme inside the container. These nanodevices can

be used to simulate the site where biocatalytic reactions occur. The 6-HB DNA nanochannels modified with three

cholesterol molecules on this container mimic the protein channels in biofilms and enable specific substance transport.

4.2.2. Transmembrane Channels for Cell Death

Artificial transmembrane channels can selectively control ion transport across biological membranes, and artificial

channels can disrupt cellular homeostasis of cell death. Howorka et al.  designed a DNA channel with a highly

hydrophobic 2-nm band composed of ethyl phosphorothioate (EP) at one end, which can penetrate the cell membrane

and cause cell cytotoxicity. Tan et al.  have found that phosphorothioate (PPT)-modified DNA nanochannels can be

spontaneously inserted into the cell membrane, and they can transport ions and antitumor drugs to neurons and cancer

cells, respectively. It has been proposed that their potency can be improved by specifically binding target cancer cells.

Loading chemical toxins, such as doxorubicin, with DNA insertion enhances chemical toxicity.
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